Double strand breaks are the severest genomic damage requiring rapid repair response. In prokaryotes, members of the RecBCD family initiate DNA unwinding essential for double strand break repair mechanism by homologous recombination. RecBCD is a highly processive DNA helicase with an unwinding rate approaching ~1,600 bp·s -1 . The ATPase reaction mechanism enabling RecBCD to achieve this fast unwinding rate and its enzymatic adaptation are not fully 
Introduction
Double Strand Breaks (DSBs) in the genome are the severest damage in DNA of all kingdoms of life. Helicases play an essential role in the repair mechanisms for DSBs in every living organism. In prokaryotes, members of the RecBCD family initiate unwinding of DSBs in preparation for strand invasion which is essential for repair by homologous recombination [1] .
RecBCD is a highly processive DNA helicase exhibiting an exceptionally high unwinding rate of ~ 1,600 base pairs (bp) per second (s -1 ) [2] . RecBCD is a heterotrimer composed of one copy of each of the DNA translocases and helicases namely, RecB, RecC, and RecD [3, 4] . The RecC subunit "staples" the RecB and RecD subunits [5] , and plays a crucial role in destabilizing the duplex DNA ahead of the translocases activities of RecB and RecD unwinding [5] , and in recognition of the Chi sequence [6, 7] . RecBCD utilizes ssDNA translocation on opposite DNA polarities with RecB moving on the 3' -5' strand and RecD moving on the 5' -3' strand with overall net translocation of RecBCD complex along the duplex DNA [4, [8] [9] [10] . Although the repair mechanisms of DSBs are found in all living organism, there is no known eukaryotic homologous of RecBCD in terms of its structural organization or rapid and processive unwinding.
For RecBCD to transverse processively with the two motors translocating along the single strands of the DNA, a stepping-like mechanism is most likely required. For net vectorial translocation, a simple alternation between strong and weak DNA binding states can provide such mechanism of stepping [11] [12] [13] . Threading through ssDNA channels still must be via alteration between attached (strong binding state) to detached states (weak binding states). In this sense, RecBCD can be viewed as a double headed ATPase molecular machine, i.e., a molecular motor that has two motors that transverse along the DNA lattice. This is highly analogues to a molecular motor such as myosin V whereas its processive stepping along the actin filament can be describe by walking hand over hand [14] . Threading ssDNA through semi open DNA tunnel that form in RecB, and partially in RecD, will increase processivity but will still be requiring cycles of coordinated association-dissociation transitions to permit net vectorial translocation.
The basis for this long-distance stepping motility lays in the specific nucleotide state/s that modulate the affinity towards the lattice between strong and weak affinities, allowing the motor to dissociate and re-associate with respect to the lattice [15] . However, the thermodynamic basis for the strong and weak nucleotide states during translocation has not yet been resolved for performed that ruled out the existence of a dimer of RecBCD during catalysis [7] . Figure 2 shows the stoichiometric binding of ssDNA and hpDNA ( Fig. 1 
DNA binding affinities to RecBCD and RecBCD·nucleotide complexes
We analyzed different DNA substrates binding to RecBCD and RecBCD×nucleotide complexes by FA (Fig. 3A-E) . All DNA binding isotherms exhibited hyperbolic dependence curves which enabled us to determine the equilibrium binding constants for the different DNA substrates ( Table 2 ). Our binding model for the DNA substrates to RecBCD is described by the following stoichiometric reaction scheme (Scheme 1):
Then the general solution for this equilibrium binding scheme is in the form of the following quadratic Equation 2:
Where, [DNA] T is the monitored species; [RecBCD] T is titrated species and [RecBCD ⋅ DNA] is the bound species. For FA measurements, the condition to hold is that the total fluorescence intensity remains constant [23, 24] throughout the titration, and under our measurement conditions the changes in the FTI was small enough to be neglected, therefore allowing direct fitting of the FA binding isotherm curve using Eq. 2 to determine the equilibrium binding constants. When we tested the binding of dohDNA (Table 1C) to RecBCD×ADP (Fig. 3C , Table 2 ), we observed a dramatic change in the affinity, suggesting strong coupling between the binding sites. In the presence of ADP, RecBCD exhibited the strongest reduction in the affinity towards dohDNA substrates (40-fold and 25-fold, in comparison to APO and AMPpNp states, respectively, Table 2 ). This strong coupling between ADP and dohDNA binding may be key to reveal modulation in the affinity of RecBCD towards DNA to allow strong and weak binding states during ATPase cycling [25, 26] . To further dissect the source of the weak binding in the presence of ADP, we characterized the binding of two additional DNA substrates each containing either a 5ohDNA or 3ohDNA supposingly engaging with RecD or RecB, respectively Where, is q the fraction bound K is the apparent dissociation constant, n is the Hill coefficient, while assuming that the ssDNA binding sites are similar, but not identical. The results obtained with fitting the data to the Hill equation provide further insights into the coupling between nucleotides and ssDNA binding. While the trend of the order of affinities towards ssDNA remains the same as with Eq. 2, the Hill coefficient in this case shows that while ADP weakens the affinity towards ssDNA, the cooperativity n H is increased to ~ 2. ssDNA binding to RecBCD has intermediate cooperativity whereas the presence of AMPpNp the cooperativity is slightly negative (n H ~ 0.7). This is a very exciting result as this suggests that when the two DNA
binding sites in RecB and RecD are bound with ssDNA, nucleotides cofactor impose different degree of cooperativity. Moreover, this was not revealed using the simple binding model. :
Nucleotides binding to
Where y is, the fraction bound, mN is the ligand concentration, K s (strong nucleotide state) and RecBCD and RecBCD×DNA complexes show overall -D values, ranging from ~13 to 140 µM and n s 0.8 to 3.0 (Table 3) . The second binding phase exhibited -G values in the range of ~140 to 420 µM, an order of magnitude larger than -D , indicating significantly weaker nucleotides' binding affinity sites (Table 3 ). In addition, those sites exhibit a degree of cooperativity, , G , ranging from 2.5 to 12.0, but mostly with significant errors, indicating that there may be some cooperative binding (Table 3) according to the Hill coefficient. However, we previously determined that there are at least two additional nucleotide binding sites in RecBCD and the high values of , G may be a result of an overestimation due to the resolution of the fit to accurately separate the two phases.
Overall there were four states that show strong modulation in the affinity parameter I J as a result of the specific DNA substrates bound to RecBCD of the nucleotides state (Table 3) . Table 3 ). Similarly, 5ohDNA and 3ohDNA weaken the affinity of RecBCD towards ADP with 7-fold and ~8-fold, respectively.
The affinity parameter I K across all DNA substrates states appears to be changing very little in comparison to the ligated states of RecBCD without any DNA substrates (Table 3 ). This suggests that the weaker nucleotide binding sites (auxiliary sites) are much less prone to be affected by DNA binding. Overall, our results demonstrate that even though RecBCD cycles through an entire ATP hydrolysis states in less than a msec, still, nucleotide induced weak to strong transition and vice versa exists.
RecBCD thermodynamic coupling between the nucleotide and DNA states
Thermodynamic detailed balance analysis allows us to quantify the degree of linkage and the thermodynamic coupling constant (TC) between the DNA and nucleotide binding states. Table 4 .
Thermodynamic coupling constants across the thermodynamics detailed balance square should be equal, i.e., K Mp,hp /K Mp @ K hp,Mp /K hp , due to consideration of the total free energy change within a closed cycle. Thus, near equalities of TC provide an intrinsic measure of the consistency within each ligated state. Inspection of the TC in Table 4 , reveals that this criterion is met to the accuracy of the measurements in most of the cycles. However, in the case of
, the ratio between the TC pairs are, ~0.13, ~18, and ~30, respectively. The simplest explanation for this deviation in the TC equality could be the results of the binding model i.e., DNA or nucleotide binding isotherms are not accurately reflecting the macroscopic equilibrium constants in s these cases.
This is due to the nature of the multiple binding sites of both DNA and nucleotide binding. The other is that the assumption under which equilibrium balance holds, i.e., the equilibrium is invariant under the time frame does not hold and these complexes are slowly interchanging even under steady state measurements with these DNA substrates. Currently, we cannot differentiate between these possibilities or what is the source of this imbalance. However, further measurements under higher stabilizing conditions may be important to resolve these differences.
In summary, we show using TC that distinct states are induced to disturb the TC ratio to a degree where strong and weak coupling are observed between the strong nucleotides binding sites in the presence of dohDNA substrate with a much higher degree in ADP state.
Discussion
In this work, we have investigated the nucleotide binding linkage of RecBCD to determine quantitatively the degree of coupling between the different nucleotide states with the different DNA substrates. Our results suggest that RecBCD TC is a highly complex network partly due to the number of DNA contact sites within the different protomers, the two catalytic ATP sites and furthermore, the long range weak effect of the auxiliary nucleotide sites. We find that in order to induce linkage between DNA and nucleotide binding, the DNA substrates, such as dohDNA, must be fully engage with both translocase activities and with the RecB ARM. The ADP states seem to induce the strongest coupling in comparison to the APO or AMPpNp bound states. In this regard, all three substrates, dohDNA, 5ohDNA and 3ohDNA are affecting ADP binding unlike AMPpNp. When RecBCD is bound to ADP, the strongest effect is observed in the binding towards dohDNA affinity while the 5ohDNA and 3ohDNA are much less affected in comparison to the APO states. This asymmetry between the reciprocal effects that the latter two substrates have on ADP binding to RecBCD could simply be due to measuring one experiment with end labeled 5' DNA versus unlabeled DNA in the latter experiments. However, this would only affect the magnitude of their mutual effect on binding, but not the actual observed strong coupling. Therefore, we conclude that the ADP binding state is key to promote weak binding towards DNA, mostly when dohDNA is utilized but also when 5ohDNA and 3ohDNA. If ADP induces in both subunits RecB and RecD weak binding towards DNA, it will require that these states will never coexist in both subunits at the same time to the same extent. Furthermore, the additional parameter for the synchronized DNA binding mechanism by the two helicase subunits of RecBCD, could be reflected in a Hill coefficient >1 (Table 3) . This is apparent in the case of ssDNA binding or in the nucleotide binding in the presence of DNA substrates that are engaged by multiple subunits simultaneously (Table 4 , ssDNA, dohDNA, 3ohDNA and 5ohDNA).
One exception exists for 3ohDNA substrate which exhibits overall weaker affinity in the absence or presence of AMPpNp in comparison to when ADP is bound. However, the TC for these states, K Mp,3oh /K Mp and K 3oh,Mp /K 3oh is very weakly coupled and the detailed balance are consistent with the thermodynamic cycle among these states suggesting that, although there may be wakening in the affinity among these states they don't trigger the strong coupling affects as observed with ADP in the presence of dohDNA.
Structural investigation of RecBCD provided wealth of information in regards to the DNA contact sites within RecBCD subunits, however still missing are structures with different nucleotide states to reveal the conformational changes induced by the different ligated states.
Nonetheless, inspection of the RecBCD structure clearly shows the large surface area that makes direct contacts with the DNA [5] . At the forefront, the RecB ARM makes extensive contacts with the dsDNA. This is followed by more contacts of the C-terminal and the junction of the dsDNA with the 'pin' domain of RecC. RecB 2A subdomain interacts with the 3' overhang ssDNA, while RecD subdomain 1A and 2A make contacts with the 5' overhang ssDNA [5] .
Correlating the coupling between DNA and nucleotide binding is crucial to elucidate the mechanism of RecBCD successive translocation. Strong binding states can be viewed as the 'pulling' states while the weak binding states are the 'relieving' states allowing for productive advancement of RecBCD motor while alternating these events between RecB and RecD.
Therefore, allosteric communication will most likely exist and will involve network of interactions across all the DNA contact sites throughout all RecBCD subunits.
Thus, driven by our present work, we suggest that RecBCD has enzymatically evolved to go through these essential biochemical intermediates with minimum 'effort', with minimum energy barriers but still maintain their existence within any mechanism to allow translocation.
Weather the alteration between strong and weak binding states of RecBCD is synchronized among its subunits by the nucleotide state during its processive unwinding is probably prerequisite to allow high efficiency of ATP utilization. Therefore, it will be most interesting to study how such mechanism is enabled within RecBCD ATPase subunits. 
Materials and Methods

Reagents and Purification of RecBCD
All chemicals and reagents were the highest purity commercially available. ATP and ADP were purchased from Roche Molecular Biochemicals (Indianapolis, IN, USA NaCl. Over-expression and purification of recombinant RecBCD was based on the method described by Roman et. al. [27] , with additional step as indicated. All steps of purification were carried out at 4 °C, and contained 20 mM MOPS pH 7.4, 2 mM MgCl 2 ,1 mM DTT, 0.1 mM EDTA, 1 mM PMSF, 1 mM Benzamidine and the indicated salt concentration. Four liters of E.coli cells expressing RecBCD were lysed using Microfluidizer, followed by centrifugation at 10,000´g. The supernatant was further clarified by centrifugation at 100,000´g and treated with Benzonase for two hrs before initial purification by DEAE chromatography (weak anion exchanger to remove nucleic acids contaminants) using a linear NaCl gradient from 75 mM to 700 mM. RecBCD-containing DEAE fractions were eluted from a Q-sepharose column (strong anion exchanger which highly selects for active RecBCD 
DNA substrates:
DNA oligonucleotides were purchased from IDT (Leuven, Belgium) and HPLC purified.
The DNA substrates shown in Figure 2 were obtained by folding or hybridization of the DNA in 20 mM MOPS pH 7.4, 75 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl 2 buffer at 85°C for 3 minutes followed by slow cooling to room temperature before storage at -20°C.
DNA binding measurements by Fluorescence Anisotropy (FA):
FA measurements were performed with a PC1 spectrofluorimeter set up T-format configuration for simultaneous acquisition on two emission channels using monochromators hpDNA, hpDNA-F ( 
